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1/ DELIVERABLE 2200 BUSINESS MODELS OVERVIEW 

1.1. WP 2000 STRUCTURE, TASKS AND CURRENT STATE OF WORK  

The overall objective of the ELVIRE project is “[…] to develop an effective system, 

which is able to neutralize the driver’s "range anxiety" and encourage the 

customers to embark the fully electric road transport […]”(ELVIRE Consortium, 

2010, p. 6). Purpose of the task T2200 is to “[…] define the business models that 

enable a large-scale adoption of electric mobility concepts […]” (ELVIRE 

Consortium, 2010, p. 37). The 6 steps towards this goal are shown below in Table 1: 

Overview of the current D.2200.2 (M27) status. 

1  Assess the state-of-the-art of concepts that can be applied in 

the electric mobility ecosystem  

D.2200.1(M9) 

handed in  

2  Identify a common framework to analyse and define business 

models (IBM and Business Model Canvas)  

D.2200.1&2(M15) 

updated and 

handed in 

3  Identify the relevant areas of the current business models of 

the various stakeholders and derive strategic FEV options 

(OEMs, charging infrastructure and service providers, first 

tier suppliers, utilities). 

D.2200.1&2(M15) 

updated and 

handed in 

4  Based on these data from step 3 define possible business 

models from the ELVIRE specific stakeholders (Renault, VW, 

Better Place, Continental, ENDESA) and define an ELVIRE 

specific business model.  

D.2200.1&2(M15) 

updated and 

handed in 

5  Determine the limits to the ELVIRE specific business model: 

• Technical, infrastructural and behavioural barriers; 

• Limits to electric mobility concepts; 

• Policy adjustments, legal and regulatory framework which 

hinders the implementation of more advanced Electric 

Mobility business models; and 

• Regulatory adjustments that allow a further growth of 

electric mobility concepts) – complementary to T1300. 

D.2200.2(M27) 

Handed in  

6  Member state-specific ELVIRE Business Model 

characteristics and interoperability study for the European 

business context (Israel, Denmark, France, Germany)  

D.2200.2 (M27) 

Handed in 

Table 1: Overview of the current D.2200.2 (M27) status 
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The deliverable D.2200.1&2 of month 6 elaborated step 1 and looked at FEV 

business models from a more general perspective and discussed the overall impact 

of FEV towards automotive industry business models. In order to fully understand the 

impact of FEVs, document D.2200.1&2(M15) evaluated steps 2-4 and shed light into 

the different stakeholders‟ business models in more detail. Firstly, the stakeholder 

perspectives of OEM, first tier supplier, charging infrastructure and service providers, 

and utilities were discussed. Then, after a) carefully considering the strategic options 

available in the broader context, and b) streamlining them to the specific 

requirements of ELVIRE, as well as c) relating them to the key use cases of the 

ELVIRE project that aim to mitigate. Range Anxiety experienced by consumers, the 

ELVIRE Business Model has then been defined by building on the findings of the 

later aspects. 

Based on these findings step 5-6 is going to be addressed in this document 

(D.2200.2 of the month 27) by focus on the ELVIRE Business Model evaluation from 

technological, infrastructural, behavioural and economical perspectives. 

Respectively, recommendations for the regulatory framework and policy adjustments 

that would hinder implementation of mobility concepts that support the ELVIRE 

technology will be derived. Finally, a discussion will be elaborated with a review of 

member state specific ELVIRE Business Model characteristics and interoperability 

aspects.  

1.2. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE ELVIRE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS  

Table 2: Derivation and Evaluation Plan for ELVIRE BMC illustrates the overall 

business modelling, evaluation and recommendation stages (Task 2200). It is 

explained in this section as a process overview to meet the objectives of T2200.  
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ELVIRE Business Model Evaluation and Criteria 

This deliverable is an addition of the findings presented in the D2200.1&2 of the 

month 15 by aiming to critically evaluate and determine the limits of the ELVIRE 

specific Business Model (stage 2 see Table 2).  

Chosen criteria aspects were firstly based on the analysis of which ELVIRE solutions 

proposed does in fact mitigate Range Anxiety (step 3, see Table 2).  

Overall, it was chosen to analyse and evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the 

ELVIRE Business Model from the three perspectives: behavioural, technological & 

infrastructural, and economical & legal (step 4, see Table 2). Reasoning behind was 

the following:  

 Since the key motivation of ELVIRE is to reduce Range Anxiety, it was important 

to relate the technical solutions and service propositions developed in relation to 

the needs, wants and expectations of consumers, hence analysis from 

behavioural perspective was performed; 

 Technological and infrastructure perspective gives a better understanding of the 

actual tangible value proposed to consumers (functionality of OBU, CS and BSS 

availability, etc.); 

 Finally, since it was discovered that affordability of FEV is as important influential 

factor as Range Anxiety, analysis from the economical perspective was 

necessary in order to estimate if ELVIRE also creates monetary value for drivers, 

i.e. whether choosing a FEV as opposed to an ICE car makes drivers better off, 

given the parameters of the business model defined.  

Recommendations for ELVIRE Business Model within a European Context 

Based on the evaluation results step 5 (see Table 2) derived recommendations for 

the ELVIRE Business Model improvements required in regards to those three 

perspectives (behavioural, technological & infrastructural, and economical & legal). 

After, recommendations were stated which are relevant for the ELVIRE 

implementation within the European context as well as relating them to the 

peculiarities of the member state specific countries. 
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2/ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Prior research conducted within the ELVIRE project (D2100.1&2 (M9) and (M15)) 

had already revealed that automakers, FTS, but also companies traditionally not 

active within the automotive sphere, namely utilities, and communication enablers, 

need to adapt their business models to play in the FEV market. Further, the ELVIRE 

project had described the emergence of an entirely new market player CISP (defined 

as Charging, Infrastructure and Service Provider) which offers a new mobility concept 

defined as “pay-per-mile”. 

For all these players, prior deliverable D2200.1&2 (M15) had assessed their industry, 

revenue, and enterprise models, and the changes brought upon these dimensions 

caused by the rise of the FEV. The present deliverable D2200.2 (M27) thus build on 

a thorough foundation of knowledge covering different industry players' options with 

regards to FEV-induced business model innovation. Accordingly, this deliverable 

aimed to leverage the gathered knowledge to take the discussion one step further 

and explore how a EVLIRE business model could be designed that would facilitate 

FEV mass-market adoption. A special focus was given to the issue of range anxiety, 

as prior research had revealed that range anxiety, next to cost, constitutes one of the 

main barriers to FEV adoption. Earlier ELVIRE deliverables (D2100.1&2 (M9)) had 

investigated how consumers‟ range anxiety could be calmed through the offering of 

specific services (ELVIRE business use cases). 

Essentially, what this report aimed to do was to put the pieces of the FEV puzzle 

together and research how stakeholders, given all the options they have, can 

collaborate to raise FEVs' market shares across Europe through an offering that 

neutralizes range anxiety. For this purpose, Osterwalder and Pigneur's (2009) 

business model canvas (BMC) was employed in the design of the ELVIRE business 

model and used to investigate which characteristics a business model of the 

communication platform between FEV, driver, road and electricity supply services 

would result in a reduced range anxiety of drivers. 

The analysis revealed that 6 stakeholders of 5 types would enter key partnerships 

and populate the final ELVIRE business model canvas: governments, the two OEMs 

Renault and VW, the FTS Continental, the CISP Better Place, the utility Endesa, and 

the communication enabler SAP. The collaboration of these 5 stakeholder groups (for 

further details see D2300.1&2 (M15)) is one of the cornerstones of the ELVIRE 

business model as each one of them is necessary to carry out certain key activities. 

VW and Renault built FEVs testing different types of communication architecture and 

continuously monitor the vehicles. This is enabled through the OBU who‟s hard and 

software development and manufacturing resembles Continental‟s key activity. Better 

Place operates CS and BSS infrastructure and provides a range of FEV services in 
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mobility packages aimed at the reduction of range anxiety. Additionally, it serves as 

the main point of contact with drivers and manages customer relationships while 

simultaneously transmitting energy demand data to Endesa. The utility then 

leverages this data to calculate dynamic tariffs, to optimize grid loads, and to deliver 

the desired amount of energy at the right time and place. SAP develops and 

implements the roaming and mobility platform HORST, which is part of the Better 

Place solution. The stakeholders' joint value proposition to the business model's key 

customer segment, drivers looking to buy a second car or for a city car solution, 

consequently revolves around electric mobility. Specifically, the value proposition 

comes in the form of a an end-2-end mobility solution provided by Better Place 

(mobility solution incl. pay-per-mile plans and battery leasing, charging and BSS 

infrastructure) and FEVs equipped with an OBU combined with additional services 

tailored at range anxiety reduction. The value proposition will be delivered through 

two types of channels: Sales channels (e.g. OEM dealerships, Better Place 

premises, and OEMs and Better Place's websites) will for instance provide access to 

FEVs and mobility packages. The OBU constitutes a second channel through which 

certain ELVIRE services such as pre-drive, driving and charging services will be 

delivered. These services support the EV driver and reduce the range anxiety. 

Jointly the five stakeholder groups guarantee that the complexity of crafting the 

above value proposition of the ELVIRE business model is met with the necessary 

range of resources and capabilities. The partners combine all key resources, which 

mostly come in the nature of intangible assets, such as engineering competences 

and R&D capabilities. Tangible assets that the business model depends on are, 

among others, the automakers production facilities, Endesa's grid and power 

generation facilities, and Better Place's infrastructure. These resources mirror the 

business model‟s cost structure. For the ELVIRE project, especially R&D costs are 

significant; in an ELVIRE mass-market scenario costs for FEVs, infrastructure and 

service provision would lead the cost charts.  

Revenue streams are mostly located in the end of the ELVIRE value chain and are 

connected to the sale of FEVs, mobility packages, and electricity mostly. Additional 

revenue streams are battery leasing rates. Moreover, inter-stakeholder revenues will 

be generated through the sale of OBUs (Continental) and software licensing related 

to HORST services (SAP).  

Following the design of the ELVIRE business model based on the Business Model 

Canvas (BMC) methodology, it was evaluated along three dimensions.  

Initially a behavioural viewpoint was taken to explore in how far the business model 

can be considered range anxiety-reducing. Additionally, the business model was 
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evaluated along the lines of affordability, price, and payment, it's value proposition, 

and other aspects.  

The behavioural analysis mostly gave reason to cheer: the business model 

successfully addresses the three core range anxiety causing aspects 1.) FEVs' 

limited range, 2.) Infrastructure availability and 3.) Long recharging times through the 

ELVIRE services, the functionality of the backend-connected OBU, and the BSS 

network. Furthermore, the ELVIRE business model appeals from an affordability 

standpoint, as the battery leasing concept effectively reduces drivers' upfront costs. 

Moreover the business model bundles FEV-related operational costs in one monthly 

payment and resembles a mobile phone plan, which appears to be a solution much 

preferred by consumers. 

Secondly, the business model was evaluated from a technical perspective. The 

evaluation focused on two key dimensions: on the infrastructure and on the 

communication platform. The latter was assessed with a focus on both data 

exchange and OBU. The evaluation revealed a range of positive aspects: the general 

ELVIRE infrastructure solution is both holistic and proven for its applicability in a real 

world context. The data exchange solutions of the communication platform enable 

the successful provision of pre-drive, driving and charging services through a 

constant connection of the FEV to the backend. Additionally, it allows for vital inter-

stakeholder communication that e.g. enables Endesa to receive real time energy 

demand (and forecast) data for the calculation of dynamic energy tariffs. Moreover, 

the potential extensibility of the OBU component through e.g. smartphone 

applications that allow for remote car access, speak in favour of the ELVIRE solution. 

Nevertheless the technical analysis revealed a few weaknesses whose addressing 

could further strengthen the business model. Most notably, the proprietary nature of 

the Better Place offering, the limited relevance of battery swapping if fast charging 

advances in the near future, and standardization issues with regards to vehicle 

design (OBU and battery), infrastructure (plugs, sockets), and contractual 

agreements for advanced roaming scenarios, need addressing to prepare the 

business model for mass-market implementation. 

Thirdly, the business model was analysed from an economical viewpoint. The 

analysis was exemplarily conducted for Israel and determined to compare the TCO of 

three vehicles: a FEV offered by Better Place, the same FEV if not purchased 

through Better Place, and a very similar ICE vehicle. The comparison revealed that in 

Israel, if looked upon over a four year period and a yearly driving distance of 20,000 

km, FEVs are a more economical vehicle option than ICE cars. Additionally, it 

showed that while the Better Place FEV is more expensive than the regular FEV on a 

mere € per km basis, it also offers higher value through the additional services 

offered as part of the mobility packages and should overall be easier to procure, as 
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upfront costs are effectively reduced through the battery leasing option. Concluding, 

while the economic analysis depends very much on country specific parameters, its 

results for Israel must be valued as favourably for the ELVIRE business model.  

The results from the business model evaluation founded the basis for the country 

specific interoperability evaluation focussed on Denmark, France and Israel. The 

different level of FEV emergence in these countries provided derivation of 

recommendations to further strengthen the ELVIRE solution. The identified 

recommendations fall into two categories; recommendations for stakeholders and 

those for policymakers.  

To stakeholders a first set of recommendations is aimed at reducing perceptual 

barriers. It appears very important that customers will be granted the possibility to 

recharge their vehicles irrespective of service provider or location to reduce range 

anxiety. Therefore stakeholders, i.e., Better Place should reconsider mobility 

packages (i.e. not only base them on “mileage”) or, alternatively, find a way to solve 

roaming issues to lift the constraining proprietary nature of the ELVIRE business 

model from customers. Secondly, as research has revealed that customers prefer 

buying vehicles from renowned automakers, hence, a joint distribution of the Fluence 

from Renault and Better Place should be considered. Lastly, the ELVIRE value 

proposition should be customized to account for market peculiarities, as consumers 

in some countries may put more emphasis on vehicles as opposed to mobility. 

A second set of recommendations targets the technical weaknesses of the business 

model. As the issue of standardization has come up multiple times as restrictive, it 

appears as if CISPs could create a lot of value if they were able to reduce their 

standardization requirements and instead develop capabilities to work with different 

systems and components. Accordingly, it is recommended that Better Place extents 

its role from being an infrastructure and service provider towards being an integrator. 

The ideal scenario would have Better Place and the company‟s services be 

universally accessible for all FEVs, irrespective of OBU and communication 

architecture, similar to how every ICE car can use any gas station. Another 

recommendation stemming from the technical evaluation concerns the BS 

infrastructure solution of ELVIRE. While the benefits of BS are enormous and the 

technology must therefore be considered a vital part of the business model, the 

infrastructure will be hard to roll out nationwide in big countries without governmental 

financial support (see cost evaluation of BSS in Israel, Denmark, France and 

Germany in chapter 7.2.2). Therefore, to not constrict customers living in rural areas 

or cities without a comprehensive BSS network, the offering should be 

complemented with frugal ICE cars, which customers could rent in case they need to 

make long journeys in areas where BS locations are only sparsely distributed.  
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A third set of recommendations reflects ideas on how economic weaknesses of the 

business model could be limited. It has been stated that, due to the technology‟s 

novelty, there is a lot of insecurity as to how quickly FEVs will lose value over time. 

Therefore, it seems sensible to institutionalize FEV repurchase programs, to take 

depreciation worries of customers‟ minds. Secondly, as the evaluation has 

maintained that the offered mobility packages are mainly targeted at high mileage 

drivers, it is recommended to broaden the mobility package spectrum towards the 

lower mileage end. A 10,000 km or 15,000 km package might be a sensible addition 

to the business model‟s offering. Thirdly, as FEVs still suffer from high purchase 

prices due to expensive battery technology, a last recommendation for stakeholders 

is to explore ways of how to increase the value of FEVs to consumers. An example 

for such a way could be V2G, which would enable drivers to make money with their 

FEVs which consequently would then make it easier to justify the vehicles‟ high 

purchase prices.  

The second category of recommendations encompasses suggestions to policy 

makers on how to support the ELVIRE business model. 

From a behavioural perspective it first seems crucial to raise FEVs‟ visibility in 

cityscapes to bring the general public in touch with the new technology. It is advised 

that governments support this step decisively by introducing FEV technology into 

public transport systems. It is assumed that consumers who see electric busses and 

taxis work faultlessly on a daily basis will drop their potential preconceptions faster 

than those who do not. Secondly, policy makers can contribute substantially in 

improving FEV‟s CO2 footprint. Critics often point to the fact that CO2 is emitted in 

the generation process of the energy that FEVs run, and conclude that FEVs are not 

really environmentally friendly. While this argument has been disproven by experts, 

its frequent discussion among the general public indicates that FEVs environmental 

friendliness is a long way from being universally accepted. Policymakers could help 

take the wind out of the critics‟ sails by further pushing the European energy mix 

towards renewable energies, thus reducing the CO2 footprint of electricity across 

Europe and improving FEVs‟ environmental-friendliness even more. 

The technical evaluation of the business model revealed the importance of the 

infrastructure solution for the ELVIRE business model to work. As rolling out the 

infrastructure across Europe would entail both large investments and low utilization 

rates in the beginning, governments should support the ELVIRE business model by 

conceptualizing ways to subsidize infrastructure investments. Potentially, they could 

even explore how they could support a cross-border joint venture of various 

companies to craft a solution for the European context. Additionally, it appears crucial 

that governments jointly press for the development of infrastructure standards, e.g. 

plugs and sockets, to leverage the business model‟s roaming potential. 
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Lastly, governmental action could also help mitigate the identified economic 

weaknesses of the business model. For one thing, governments could improve the 

FEV‟s relative costs when compared with ICE cars. This could be done by either 

subsidizing FEV purchases, i.e. lowering their purchase and running costs, or 

penalizing ICE purchases. Various taxes, such as purchase taxes or vehicle 

registration taxes could be adapted in a way to favour FEV vehicles as already done 

in Denmark, Israel and France. Secondly, governments could increase FEVs‟ value 

to drivers by endowing them with special privileges, such as preferential parking, 

access to city centres that are inaccessible to ICE cars, etc. 

The deliverable D2200.2 (M27) point of departure was the realization that FEV's will 

transform part of the business model nature of the ELVIRE project partners. 

However, consumers are still sceptical and range anxiety fears are eminent. The 

ELVIRE mobility concepts with it‟s current constraints and many advantage could 

nevertheless reduce the range anxiety and support the adoption of FEV in a mass-

market. In the report, requirements for the ELVIRE Business Model were thoroughly 

evaluated from behavioural, technological, infrastructural, economical, governmental 

and member-state specific aspects and relevant recommendations stated.  

 

3/ KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ENHANCED ELVIRE 
BUSINESS MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND 
INTEROPERABILITY 

This chapter is now determined to derive recommendations that would help 

neutralize the business model‟s shortcomings and make it stronger and more 

applicable to a mass-market scenario. The recommendations are subdivided into two 

sets. First, potential business model improvements that the stakeholders could take 

care of themselves will be elaborated on in section 3.1. However, as experts agree 

that battery technology will not develop fast enough to make FEVs competitive to ICE 

cars over the next five years (CE Delft, 2011), a second set of recommendations, 

targeted at policymakers, is called for. If it is their declared goal to bring forward 

innovation and the mass-dissemination of FEVs, they will need to draft a set of 

sensible government policies, for which general suggestions are given in section 3.2. 

3.1. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STAKEHOLDER ACTIONS 

3.1.1. STAKEHOLDER ACTIONS TO REDUCE BEHAVIOURAL 
LIMITATIONS 

Recommendation 1: Rethink mobility packages or solve the roaming issue so 

that the CS restriction on Better Place customers can be lifted 
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The ELVIRE survey showed that consumers consider it of utmost importance to be 

able to charge their FEVs universally, regardless of charge spot operator. Analysis 

presented in the previous chapters has revealed the business model‟s defined in 

D2200.1&2 (M15) shortcomings in regards to and potential upsides of roaming on 

various occasions. To cater to consumers‟ needs and wants and increase their 

comfort when dealing with FEVs, it thus seems logical open Better Place‟s 

proprietary system to other service providers. Especially in the beginning, when 

infrastructure coverage will not be comprehensive, customers‟ minds could be eased 

by giving them as many CS alternatives as possible. D2200.2 (M27) has indicated 

that this is a Herculean task as it raises the question of how the proprietary nature of 

the ELVIRE Business Model can be broken up without Better Place losing its 

economic foundation and mobility packages still making sense. It appears as if a 

solution would either entail the solving of roaming issues or a rethinking of mobility 

packages. 

Recommendation 2: Let OEMs, not new entrants, sell FEVs 

D2200.2 (M27) discussed the ELVIRE finding that consumers would prefer buying 

FEVs from OEMs and not from new market entrants such as Better Place, suppliers 

as Bosch, or technology companies such as Google or Apple. Thus, a redesign of 

the ELVIRE Business Model could be considered that puts the vehicle sales in 

OEMs‟ hands, while leaving all FEV mobility services in the CISPs role. The latter 

seems important, as the ELVIRE survey has discovered that drivers would prefer 

receiving all running cost related services bundled from one provider. 

Recommendation 3: Reconsider ELVIRE value proposition to account for 

market peculiarities 

D2200.2 (M27) indicated that consumers‟ emotional attachment to vehicles differ 

across European countries. Especially in countries with a strong car industry, such as 

France, U.K, and Germany, people may see more in their cars than just a means to 

an end. Therefore it may make sense to reconsider the ELVIRE Business Model‟s 

value proposition for certain countries and slightly replace the central aspect of 

“mobility” with a stronger focus on the “FEV” itself. 

3.1.2. STAKEHOLDER ACTIONS TO REDUCE TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS 

Recommendation 4: Consider transforming the role of CISPs towards being 

integrators, not developers 

Transforming the role of Better Place away from „only‟ being an infrastructure and 

service provider towards becoming an integrator of these elements could be valuable 

for both CISPs and drivers. On the one hand, Better Place, if it was able to work with 
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different OEMs‟ systems, would have a strong value proposition in the market. On 

the other hand, this would severely reduce the ELVIRE Business Model‟s outlined 

limitations with regards to standardization issues (of components, and data 

communication) and would represent a first step towards a roaming solution. It thus 

becomes clear that such a shift of roles would carry merit in different dimensions. 

Were CISPs taking up integrator instead of developer roles and focusing on service 

provisioning for all types of FEVs (similar to gas stations do today for ICE cars), 

solving the communication issues outlined, would be facilitated. CISPs could develop 

key competencies in managing data and information from different OEMs and reduce 

the issues related to data security and privacy. Additionally, more FEVs could receive 

a constant connection to the backend in an easier fashion. As pointed out in D2200.2 

(M27), this would facilitate the reduction of range anxiety in the mass-market 

scenario. 

Recommendation 5: Consider supplementing mobility packages with ICE 

technology for special occasion long trips 

D2200.2 (M27) elaborated upon the benefits and disadvantages of battery swapping. 

Essentially, the chapter‟s conclusion was that BS appears necessary to neutralize 

range anxiety in the short term but will eventually be replaced by the less cumbrous 

fast charging technology. Instead of building a comprehensive BSS network across 

Europe, it could be recommendable to only build BSS at strategically excellent 

locations which are likely to amortize in the near future and additionally supplement 

mobility packages with ICE cars that can be rented free of charge for special 

occasions (e.g. for longer holiday trips). This might be a sensible compromise that 

would limit the investments into BSS. 

3.1.3. STAKEHOLDER ACTIONS TO REDUCE ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS 

Recommendation 6: Implement FEV repurchase programs and guarantee 

future batteries’ downward compatibility 

D2200.2 (M27) analysed FEVs‟ cost items, as incurred by drivers, in a detailed 

manner and found a large amount of insecurity related to FEVs resale values. With 

technology advancing quickly, consumers are uncertain as to how fast FEVs will 

depreciate. Better Place could counteract these worries by institutionalizing FEV 

repurchase programs and giving guarantees that future batteries will be downwardly 

compatible, i.e. that Better Place will make sure that its next generation batteries will 

still fit the older vehicles. Offers like these could help taking some steam of the hard 

fought FEV depreciation disputes. 

Recommendation 7: Extend mobility package offering with packages featuring 

lower mileage plans 
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The economic evaluation also touched upon the fact that there are no mobility 

packages for drivers with yearly mileage of less than 20,000 km. This puts a 

significant part of the driving population at a cost disadvantage since, as stated 

before, the average European‟s driving distance is less than 20,000 km. The Better 

Place mobility package offering would probably find more approval if it was extended 

with packages featuring e.g. 10,000 km and 15,000 km plans. 

Recommendation 8: Explore ways to increase the FEV’s value to drivers 

FEVs‟ costs still represent a significant barrier for many customers. The Better Place 

offer of leasing the battery instead of buying it helps to improve this situation, 

however, the offer could be made even more interesting for consumers if the value of 

the FEVs itself could be raised. An idea to achieve this is by realizing V2G concepts 

that could translate the FEV into a revenue generating asset for drivers. 

Nevertheless, V2G would put additional strains on the Better Place owned batteries, 

which is why models like this will have to be explored in a detailed fashion in light of 

their benefits and costs. 

3.2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT POLICIES 

Policymakers could support the mass-adoption of FEVs in all three areas of 

evaluation of the ELVIRE Business Model. Before delving into the discussion of the 

separate areas, it shall be pointed out that governments are in a tight spot – it is 

important for policy makers to remain fair to all types of energy-efficient drive 

systems, without privileging the FEV industry unfairly (CE Delft, 2011). With this 

understanding in mind, the following paragraphs will highlight governments‟ potential 

influence to neutralize the behavioural, technical and economical limitations of the 

business model. 

3.2.1. GOVERNMENTAL ACTION TO REDUCE BEHAVIORAL LIMITATIONS 

Recommendation 9: Employ FEVs in public transport 

D2200.2 (M27) explained that FEVs currently suffer from social stigma resulting from 

people‟s low levels of exposure to the new technology. As this is something that the 

ELVIRE Business Model itself can only do very little about, it seems as a sensible 

area for governments to step in. Policy makers for instance could endeavour to bring 

FEVs into public transport. Especially busses and taxi fleets seem to be interesting 

points of applications for FEVs. On the one hand, their driving patterns (short 

distances and frequent stops) seem to be tailored to current FEV technology. On the 

other hand, busses and taxis are of high visibility in most cityscapes and would thus 

help citizens getting in touch with FEVs. Besides brand-related promotional aspects, 

such projects provide concrete advantages to FEV adoption as they display the 

technology‟s benefits and prove its applicability for daily usage. How exactly this 
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could work has already been demonstrated by Better Place in a taxi project in Japan 

(Tsang et al., 2012).  

Recommendation 10: Further tweak European energy mix towards renewable 

energies 

FEV critics frequently pinpoint that FEVs were not really green, as the energy that 

they run on needs to be produced before. While these critics have been disproven in 

so far that even with today‟s European energy mixes, FEVs are significantly 

“greener” than conventional ICE cars (Notter et al., 2010); the critics do have a 

general point. The level of environmental-friendliness of FEVs is dependent on 

factors outside of drivers‟ influence and could still be greatly enhanced. Therefore 

policy makers should further push renewable energies into European countries‟ 

energy mixes. The smaller the emissions figure in the energy production process, the 

better FEVs‟ emission footprint, and the easier it becomes to market FEVs. 

Recommendation 11: Put CO2 tax emphasis on the vehicle purchase prices 

through non-recurring taxes 

A further recommendation is related to the paragraph above. As explained in 

D2200.2 (M27), one of FEVs‟ main advantages is that they have lower levels of 

emissions of one particular environmentally harmful gas: CO2. The fact that in many 

countries, such as Germany and Israel for instance, cars are being taxed according 

to their CO2 emissions is a step that goes into the right direction and should help the 

popularity of FEVs. In fact Aral (2009) found out 58% of people looking to purchase a 

vehicle declare CO2 emissions as “important” or “very important”. Alarmingly, this 

figure decreased to 47% in 2011 (Aral, 2011). Even worse, when it comes to the 

actual purchase decision, 72% of the people state that they would not pay a premium 

for a vehicle with a smaller CO2 footprint (Aral, 2009). This finding nicely 

corroborates Turrentine and Kurani‟s (2007) finding that people tend to put 

insufficient values on future savings. Tying these insights together yields a further 

recommendation for policymakers: instead of taxing vehicles‟ carbon footprint 

monthly, the CO2 tax burden should have to be shouldered at the time of the 

purchase of the vehicle, as the findings imply that this would result in a higher FEV 

adoption among drivers. Alternatively one could think about cross-subsidizing FEV 

purchases through the CO2 taxes on ICE cars. 

3.2.2. GOVERNMENTAL ACTION TO REDUCE TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS  

Recommendation 12: Subsidize infrastructure roll-out 

Better Place has so far done business in geographically smaller markets such as 

Israel and Denmark, where the overall EV legislative and industry environment is 
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very beneficial, or in selected certain areas of large countries such as Canada, USA, 

Australia and Japan (Tsang et al., 2012). Generally, building up encompassing 

infrastructure in small countries/regions is easier as it requires less financial 

investment and less transaction costs due to the smaller number of partners 

necessary. Moreover, smaller markets tend to be more homogenous and thus easier 

to serve (Mitnick, 2011).  

Implementing the ELVIRE Business Model across Europe would entail having to 

reach a decent coverage across a very large area, as experts indefatigably point out 

the high importance of standardized charging infrastructure (Arup-Cenx, 2008) and 

the lack of it leads to range anxiety. However, rolling out the infrastructure will be 

hard, for the investments necessary are immense.  

Governments should thus make a vital contribution by subsidizing the infrastructure 

build-up. In fact, governmental financial support is a very crucial factor for the 

success of the ELVIRE concept for any country as well as the roll-out of the FEV in 

general. This could spur more investments from private players who otherwise might 

be scared away by initially low utilization rates and long amortization periods. Some 

cities, such as Oslo, have gone over to rolling out infrastructure themselves and 

providing electricity for free (Cars21, 2011).  

Recommendation 13: Analyze whether cross-country Joint Venture 

opportunities for infrastructure roll-out could make sense and how it could be 

supported 

Recommendation 4 raises the question if it would be feasible for Better Place to 

partner up with other CISPs, utilities, and other players to share resources and build 

up a network together. While this does seem like an interesting solution in theory, it 

will be hard due to the highly fragmented energy distribution market in countries such 

as Germany or Austria. According to Renault expert (2012) it is impossible for Better 

Place, or any CISP for that matter, to have profitable relationships with the 750 

energy providers in Germany because the transaction costs for telecommunication, 

billing, and roaming would not be offset by the profits that could be earned through 

the sale of electricity. A sensible solution could be provided through a Joint Venture 

of various industries‟ big players that would have the financial means to roll out 

infrastructure continent-wide and could take care of abovementioned transaction 

costs internally. Policymakers could assess the support worthiness of such a solution 

and screen for ways how a multi-stakeholder Joint Venture could be called into 

being.  

Recommendation 14: Ensure that the standardization efforts are aligned  
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D2200.2 (M27) emphasised the grand importance of standards for charging related 

equipment as well as discussed the existing standards such as: European Data 

Protection Directive (95/46/EC) regarding the use of such sensitive data; IEC60309-2 

and IEC62196 for industrial plugs that are defined in the international standard; et. 

(Please refer to D1300.4 for further detailed explanation regarding the exiting 

standards to comply with). Nevertheless, sockets and plugs developed differ, which 

reflects in limitations of usability, hence interoperability. Moreover, it was observed 

that current solutions of communication unit as well as contractual agreements for 

data exchange so far do not exist.   

Policy makers should thus drive necessary standardization projects forward and 

ensure that countries across Europe develop standards jointly and not separately. 

For example: 

 Common (or at least) compatible standards for technical equipment and 

usability should be derived; 

 Contractual agreements for data exchange should be standardised;  

 Standardisation of communication formats should be introduced in alignment 

with existing standards;  

 At least basic OBU functionality should be standardised; in order to enhance 

transferability of the solution.  

3.2.3. GOVERNMENTAL ACTION TO REDUCE ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS 

Recommendation 15: Find ways of reducing the relative costs of FEVs, 

especially the upfront costs 

Recommendation 3 already pointed out that drivers care more about the purchase 

price than about vehicle‟s running cost. Aral (2011) supports this finding stating that 

price is the foremost criterion that drivers care about when looking for a passenger 

car. Since FEVs currently cost a significant premium, it appears crucial that policy 

makers find ways to reduce the price gap, either by subsidizing FEVs or by 

penalizing ICE vehicles. An example for a country which does this very stringently is 

Denmark. In Denmark vehicles are exempted from a non-recurring vehicle 

registration tax, which constitutes an impressive subsidy of FEVs. According to the 

European Automobile Manufacturers Association, the registration tax depends on the 

vehicle‟s price. For vehicles priced up to DKK 79,000 the tax weighs in at 105% of 

the vehicle‟s purchase price, for vehicles priced above DKK 79,000, the tax amounts 

to 180% of the vehicle‟s purchase price (ACEA, 2010).1 Considering that FEVs 

weighing less than 2 tons are exempted from this tax, and assuming that an average 

FEV costs € 30,000, this implies that the average Danish FEV buyer receives an 

                                            
1
 http://www.acea.be/images/uploads/files/20100420_EV_tax_overview.pdf  
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indirect state subsidy of € 54,000. ACEA (2010) provides a collection of government 

incentives currently in place that could serve as a starting point for crafting policy 

frameworks. Besides reducing upfront costs, a running cost reduction through e.g., 

an exemption from congestion charges (as carried out in London (Tsang et al., 

2012)) or exempts from taxation for company car benefits or free electricity (both 

offered in Oslo (Cars21, 2011)), would certainly also be helpful. In conclusion, any 

means governments have to reduce TCO of FEVs for consumers should be 

considered, with upfront cost reductions prioritized.  

Recommendation 16: Increase the value of FEVs for their owners 

Besides reducing the relative price of vehicles, there is another strategic option for 

governments. Policy makers can attempt to increase the value that FEVs generate 

for their owners. There are various ways of how this could be achieved. One method 

is to open up special fast lanes for FEVs only, similar to some cities which have 

dedicated lanes to busses and taxis (Oslo), or families on highways (USA). The 

Canadian province of Ontario is currently experimenting with such a solution of 

dedicated lanes (Tsang et al., 2012). Another method is to provide free parking to 

FEVs in areas where parking normally is a hassle. This is momentarily offered in 

downtown Copenhagen (Dealbook, 2009). Providing FEVs with special access rights 

to, e.g., city centres where usually cars are not allowed to go, is a third way to 

increase FEVs‟ value to drivers. Various cities in France currently experiment with 

this approach (Cars21, 2011). Beijing in China takes it one step further by forbidding 

ICE vehicles on its streets on Mondays (ibid). In summary, besides reducing cost, 

manifold FEV value increasing policies can be thought up that support FEV adoption. 

 

 

 

For further details, please request the full report D2200.2 (M27) from the ELVIRE 

project coordinator. 


